
Semi Managed Bar and Eatery for Sale Auckland CBD

For Sale
Location: Auckland
Asking: $195,000

Type:
Hospitality-Restaurants / Hospitality-
Bars

Contact:
Michael Zhang
09 579 9226 or 022 323 0779
anytime

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/122205

Link Business (Ellerslie)
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: EL04458
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Semi Managed Bar and Eatery in Auckland CBD |
$116k Profit | $18k Weekly Sales!
Semi-managed 6-day bar and eatery in Auckland CBD, profit of $116k with weekly sales of $18,000.

Seize the chance to own a thriving culinary destination in the heart of Auckland CBD with this listing.

This iconic establishment offers a unique blend of ambiance, entertainment, and culinary delights,
making it a sought-after destination for patrons of all ages.

The current owner established this business in 2018 and has been running successfully for 6years while
the family is looking for new challenge and is motivated to sell.

Highlighted Features:

Profitability: With a semi-managed structure, this establishment offers a lucrative prospect, with a
working owner easily pocketing up to $116k in profit.
Future Potential: Fully licensed for 6-day operations, and primed to expand to 7 days under fresh
ownership, there's limitless room for growth and increased revenue.
Themed Experience: With a perfect balance of beverages and food, our 50:50 split caters to diverse
tastes, fostering a dedicated clientele that keeps coming back for more.
Event Hosting: Renowned for its versatility, the venue shines in hosting gatherings of all sizes and
occasions, ensuring memorable experiences for all.

Discover more and get in touch with Michael!

Michael Zhang, 022 323 0779, michael.zhang@linkbusiness.co.nz

***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the
broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a
stock photo image may be used to represent the business.

#wesellbusinesses #hospitality #auckland #bar #eatery
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